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Virtual Reality panorama
Abstract
Virtual Reality Panoramas have fascinated me for some time; their interactive
nature affording a spectatorial engagement not evident within other forms of
painting or digital imagery. This interactivity is not generally linear as is
evident in animation or film, nor is the engagement with the image reduced to
the physical or visual border of the image, as its limit is never visible to the
viewer in its entirety. Further, the time taken to interact and navigate across
the Virtual Reality panorama’s surface is not reflected or recorded within the
observed image. The procedural construction of the Virtual Reality panorama
creates an a-temporal image event that denies the durée of its own index and
creation. This is particularly evident in the cinematic experiments conducted
by Jeffrey Shaw in the 1990s that ‘spatialised’ time and image through the
fusion of the formal typology of the Panorama together with the cinematic
moving-image, creating a new kind of image technology. The incorporation of
the space enclosed by the panorama’s drum, into the conception and
execution of the cinematic event, reveals an interesting conceptual paradox.
Space and time infinitely and autonomously repeat upon each other as the
linear trajectory of the singular cinematic shot is interrupted by a ‘time schism’
on the surface of the panorama. This paper explores what this conceptual
paradox means to the evolution of emerging image-technologies and how
Shaw’s ‘mixed-reality’ installation reveals a wholly new image typology that
presents techniques and concepts though which to record, interrogate, and
represent time and space in Architecture.

MAPPING THE TEMPORAL SCHISM
In 2000 Jeffrey Shaw exhibited an interactive computer-graphic video installation entitled
Place Ruhr in the Industrial Museum of Dortmund, Germany.1 Through the exploration of
the relation between image and space, and the exploitation of the interactive capacity of
emerging image-technologies such as the Virtual Reality panorama, Shaw created a
complex network of spatial experience. Place Ruhr is ostensibly an interactive virtual
environment that consists of eleven panorama-based filmic events, or pano-filmic events.
Each of the eleven pano-filmic events were mediated and controlled through the
innovative manipulation of “architectures/systems that respond to the exigencies of the
particular project, as well as the perceptual conditions of these new works that the virtual
environments are.”2 In order to navigate within the Place Rhur environment, the observer
stands upon a motorised rotating platform in the centre of the cylindrical space. From this
position the observer is able to control the direction of the image-projector, directly
tracking the direction of their gaze through space. As the observer rotates the viewing
platform, through the mediation of a computer joystick, the viewing aperture into the
pano-filmic event moves respectively, mimicking the changing direction of the observer’s
gaze. In order to increase their field of view the observer rotates the platform, and thus
reveals more of the panorama. The projector pans respective to the observer’s bodily
direction and altered gaze, providing “a constellation of theatrical cinematic events that
the viewer can visit and examine in whatever order he and she chooses.”3 As a result, the
pano-filmic event is never presented to the observer in its entirety, rather, it unfolds over
time as the observer’s gaze, and with it the projected moving-image, gradually reveals
the complete pano-filmic event.

Shaw inverts the conventions of the painted panoramas of the nineteenth-century,
projecting an interactive cinematic event onto the surface of the panoramic screen.4 The
projection of the panoramic image onto the internal surface of the panoramic cylinder
encircles the observer within the very pictorial space of the panorama itself. This
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organisational conventions of the nineteenth-century panorama in achieving its effect,
making the immaterial characteristics of virtual reality manifest in physical form in the
installation’s own physicality.5 The conventional static nature of the panorama’s pictorial
surface is brought to life, animated by the projected moving images that dance across the
panoramic screen. Through the clever manipulation of this projection technique Place
Ruhr brings together the fictive space of virtual reality together with the real space of the

observer: “it is a modular interactive theatre where two kinds of spaces are conjoined the cinematically represented spaces, and the spaces of the virtual environment in which
these cinematic events are geographically located.”6 In one of the eleven panoramic
event spaces, depicting the Villa Hügel in Essen, “[t]wo children suddenly appear out of
nowhere, a boy dressed as a cowboy chasing a girl dressed as a Red Indian. They run
between the picnickers, then vanish into the background again.”7 Within this scene the
cinematic event appears to loop upon itself as the children's figurative presence on the
screen dramatically dissolves. For a fraction of a second, no visual trace remains echoing
the presence of the children in the scene. The observer is left only with a supposition as
to the children’s location. Only the extrusion of the children’s trajectory in logical
correlation to the uninterrupted space through which they appeared to travel, offers any
clues as to the children’s disappearance. As suddenly as they appeared to vanish from
the scene, they reappear, however now out of apparent temporal alignment with their
own motion, and out of geographic sync with their previous movement paths across the
scene. The combination of cinematic conventions together with the physical typology of
the panorama result in a typological and temporal paradox: a schism in space and time.
The fact that the moving image has been captured through a single panning shot, in order
to represent the panning motion of the observer’s vision, and then projected upon the
Euclidean geometry of mimetic infinity [the cylinder] results in a cinematic and temporal
loop. As the camera passes through a full 360º of horizontal rotation a seam is revealed
between the temporality of the scene, and that of the observer.

In effect, the observer is viewing across not only the surface of the panoramic screen, but
also across multiple potential temporalities and narrative timelines. The observer thus
directs the image-event as their gaze effectively generates the image witnessed. Only the
viewer’s gaze scans across the surface of the panoramic screen as there is never any
corporeal movement afforded by the image-apparatus. As a result, the installation is more
closely associated with the gaze of the VR Panorama’s techniques of spectatorial
subjugation then the nineteenth-century panorama which allowed a certain amount of
bodily movement in space. In Place Ruhr the observer’s gaze is able to pan across the
panorama’s surface, whilst inversely in the VR panorama, the observer’s gaze remains
fixed I place: In this instance it is the panorama’s surface itself that appears to pan about
the observer.

As has been outlined, there are some fundamental differences between the conventional
nineteenth-century panorama, the VR panorama, and Shaw’s application of these
conventions in the execution of Place Ruhr. It is these very differences that reveal the
potential revelation of Shaw’s approach. In order to analyse and understand the
implications of the ‘time schism’ that Shaw’s installation reveals, this paper will explore
how we conceptually understand the relation between movement and time in the
nineteenth-century ‘painterly’ panorama, Shaw’s pano-cinematic hybrid, and the VR
panorama today.

WHAT IS A VIRTUAL REALITY PANORAMA?
The proliferation of digital cameras since the mid 1990s,8 and the rapid development of
associated software for the extraction and manipulation of the subsequent digital images,
has resulted in the increased popularity of the Virtual Reality panorama, both for domestic
and commercial applications. If you visit any real estate or tourism-based website on the
Internet today, the VR panorama is used as a means of describing and representing
space. The VR panorama achieves its effect by centralising the viewer within an
immersive, image-rich virtual space.9 Several different geometries are used to construct
the VR panorama, however the most prolific and widely used type in the domestic market
today is the cylindrically based VR panorama, which is also the most typologically familiar
to the nineteenth-century panorama.10 The observer is centralised within this encircling
virtual cylinder, panning and zooming into the virtual space separating the observer from
the cylinder’s surface in order to interrogate the visual information provided by the
panoramic image.

The projection of digital images upon the surface of a cylindrical drum is not necessarily a
new concept. The nineteenth-century not only bore witness to the ‘painterly’ panorama
made famous by Robert Barker and his patenting of the panoramic concept and
technique, La Nature á Coup d’ Œil,11 but also the projected panoramas of Charles A.
Chase, and the ‘photorama’ designed by the Lumiere Brothers. The translation of a series
of images together into one unified image presented a difficult technical challenge. Chase
projected sixteen photographic slides upon a panoramic surface, however, the overlap
between each of the projected images created visual distortions that prevented the
creation of a visually correct ‘all-encompassing’ image. The Lumiere Brothers’
‘photorama’ attempted to reconcile the technical deficiencies of Chase’s projection
system through a single optical cylinder that amalgamated the panorama’s image

fragments together.12 However, neither system was commercially viable. Both Chase and
the Lumiere Brothers attempted to abolish the perception of each of the individual
component images from the totality of the panoramic whole, but with little success.
Subsequent attempts to achieve similar levels of panoramic immersion such as Abel E.
Glance’s ‘Magnascope’ of the late 1920s, Fred Waller’s ‘Cinerama’ projection system of
the late 1950s, or Walt Disney’s own proprietary ‘Circorama’ system, all failed to achieve
popular appeal.13 Barker’s was the only technique to offer a form of artistic mediation that
allowed the separate image fragments to be successfully merged through spherical
correction.14

It seems almost natural that the fascination with wide screen formatted images,
particularly in the later half of the twentieth-century, has lead to the reemergence in
popularity of the panoramic image. It drew a direct lineage to the wide-screen format of
panoramic Landscape painting and the cinematic image which similarly maintained a
primarily horizontal format.15 It is no coincidence that we refer today to composition
generally in terms of its proportional format, portrait [vertical format] or landscape
[horizontal format].16 Through this new format, photographers attempted to record images
of scenes that previously could not be captured within one photographic shot, due
primarily to optical limitations in the camera’s lens technology. The dramatic warping of
the image that occurs in the periphery of the photograph when photographing scenes
within a short focal length, was one of many factors that stimulated a search for an
alternative means to photo-record and re-present visually rich and immersive scenes.
The horizontal format of the image afforded a seemingly limitless horizontal frame that
was in some ways more emblematic of the vastness and horizontal nature of the scenes
that were actually experienced.

The standardisation of this technology by many of the primary pre-digital photographic
camera and filmmakers in the 1990s further allowed for the new medium to infiltrate the
homes of the general populous.17 It was just as easy to photograph dramatic landscape
scenes, and then have those landscape photos developed at your local chemist or
department store, in either the standard photographic print formats or the new panoramic
formats.18 The comparative ease through which the general populous adopted this new
image format and its associated technologies allowed for the relative ease in transition
between analogue and digital print formats. The advent of digital photography lead to the
conception of software that was capable of stitching together a large number of individual

digital photographs into a unified panoramic image: Not a VR panorama yet, but one that
already heralded many of the procedural techniques and technologies that its successor
would use in the mid-to-late 1990s.

THE NINETEENTH-CENTURY PANORAMA
As has been initially discussed, the VR panorama draws, both spatially and conceptually,
upon the ‘painterly’ panoramas of the nineteenth-century.19 Robert Barker’s conception
and patent of the La Nature á Coup d’ Œil in 1787 attempted to immerse the observer in
a sense of ‘being-there-ness’ that was not available in Landscape painting, and other
forms of representation of the period. According to Bernard Comment, the allencompassing nature of the panorama was appropriated as a symbolic form, that
expressed the “perceptual and representational fantasies that befitted … the troubled
times” of the nineteenth-century Industrial Revolution.20 It embodied the rapidly changing
character of the emerging modernised city and presented fantasy landscapes of exotic
‘far-off’ lands, and propaganda images of significant historic and militaristic nation-forming
events.21 The era of tourism emerged in the nineteenth-century parallel to the
development of the panorama, finding “in the panorama, with its longing for faraway
places, a versatile ally”,22 as a direct result becoming a populist “economic surrogate for
travel.”23 As Richard Altick has observed;
What cost a couple of hundred pounds a half a year half a century ago, now
costs a shilling and a quarter of an hour. Throwing out of the old account the
innumerable miseries of travel, the insolence of public functionaries, the
roguery of innkeepers, the visitations of banditti charged to the muzzle with
sabre, pistol, and scapulary, and the rascality of the custom-house officers,
who plunder, passport in hand, the indescribable désagréments of Italian
cookery, and the insufferable annoyances of that epitome of abomination, and
Italian bed.24
The nineteenth-century panorama however was not celebrated and embraced openly by
all: it was primarily denigrated for its spectatorial and theatrical effect. Historical records
outlining the various reactions to the panorama’s effect recall accounts of men recoiling in
fear, women emotionally overcome by the affect of the illusion, and in the most extreme
of cases, fainting. Barker’s inaugural panorama at the Leicester Square Rotunda, A View
of the Fleet at Spithead [1793], depicted the ensuing chaos of a capsizing ship from the
Russian Fleet. Chamber’s Journal of Popular Literature in 1860 recalls the dramatic effect
of the Panorama’s verisimilitude; “It happened that a gentleman visiting the exhibition of

the picture was accompanied by a Newfoundland dog, and the animal, on seeing this part
of the painting, sprang over the hand-rail, to rescue the drowning men.”25 The illusion
further amplified by the camouflaging of the viewing platform, from which the fleet was
viewed, to appear as the afterdeck of a frigate within the heart of the fleet itself.26 The
panoramic medium was so new and unfamiliar to the viewing public that the general
populous found it difficult to differentiate picture from reality, so accurate was the
representation presented.

The effect of the panoramic painting was not limited to specific demographic status of
English society. In the Panorama of Granada, exhibited in 1853, a view of the Alhambra
Palace in Granada was represented, richly adorned with oleander. William Chambers
observed the effectiveness of the panorama;
[A] royal lady who was visiting the exhibition, and who was attended by a
gentleman connected with the establishment, requested him to oblige her with
a branch of the oleander to take away with her, so complete was the
deception produced in her mind.27
The success of such panoramic illusions further exemplified by the emotive reaction
witnessed of the Duke of Wellington when visiting Robert Burford’s panorama, The Battle
of Sobraon in 1846. From the Duke’s viewing position, conceptualised as that of the
‘commander in chief’s’ view of the battlefield, Wellington “became intensely excited, and
seemed to chafe against the barriers which restrained him from the field he so distinctly
realised.”28 In the anecdotal evidence presented as to the success of the Panorama in
presenting immersive illusion, the fundamental intent of the panorama was “to imagine a
haptic dimension, to have the impression that it is possible to touch the cardboard
soldiers or intervene in the battle, [this] is the core of the concept of immersion.” 29

As a result of this discussion, it is clear that the nineteenth-century panorama and the VR
panorama share more historical and conceptual lineage than that of their cylindrical
shape. They have both been used as vehicles through which to reconstruct the observing
subject, and as Jonathan Crary reminds us, to historically and discursively reconstruct
vision itself.30 The effectiveness of the panorama’s effective and affective capacity was
based upon its ability to maximise the conventions and traditions of trompe l’œil painting
into one immersive spectatorial event. One of the primary criticisms levelled at the
nineteenth-century panorama was its conceptual association with indexicality, and not
representation. This issue also underpins much of the current debate surrounding the

application of the VR panorama as an art form. It too has been denied status as an art
form due to its reliance upon the indexical nature of photography, and not the
representational narrative of the artist. It is this very reliance upon the indexical nature of
photography that Jeffrey Shaw has manipulated in his Place installations, embedding
existential nuances “often cruelly lacking in the digital universe.”31 This paper will expand
upon this concept further in order to chart the implications of Shaw’s ‘expanded’ cinema
installations, and its capacity to en-frame and express its own procedural and conceptual
temporality.

TEMPORALITY AND THE ANALOGUE PHOTOGRAPH
The time taken to record a photograph is limited to the time taken for light to pass through
the aperture of the camera’s lens, and onto the face of the film within the camera’s
carcass. The resulting mechanical exposure of the film’s light sensitive surface directly to
sunlight creates a “chemical process occurring in the same spatial and temporal vicinity
as the exert it records.”32 It simultaneously infuses the durational effect of the camera’s
aperture upon the temporality of the scene being recorded. The longer the period of time
that the camera’s aperture is left open, the greater procedural duration that is absorbed
into the image. “[Photography] records a moment of reality as it actually appeared” 33 and
was often considered a ‘mirror’ of the world.34 The advent of the digital camera has lead
to a dramatic change in the way in which the photographic image is created, however the
duration of the image’s creation has ultimately not changed. Although the media of the
camera has been irreconcilably altered, the facture of the surface has been replaced with
varying levels of pixel density.35 The longer the digital camera’s lens is left open, the
greater the amount of temporal information that is recorded and infused into the
subsequent digital image. Although the process where by the image itself is recorded has
fundamentally changed, from chemical [analogue] to digital, the optical physics that
underpins the lens technology has remained relatively the same.

The photograph has historically been heralded for its ability to indexically record a
scene,36 however photographers discovered that the chemical process could be
manipulated in order to alter the ‘truth’ of the image, both in the act of taking the
photograph and through the act of chemically developing the film and resulting
photographic print in the dark room. Similarly, and more familiar for the digital image user,
the advent of the digital image afforded a higher degree of malleability and alterability
then ever before.37 The potential apotropaic power of the photographic image therefore –

for both the analogue and digital photograph – lies in the ability of the “copy drawing on
the character and power of the original, to the point whereby the representation may even
assume that character and that power [of the original].”38 However, as Walter Benjamin
reminds us, the authenticity or “presence of the original” image is corroded by the
mechanical production processes made possible by the Industrial Revolution,39 and as a
result the inability of the image artefact to substantiate its own authentic identity. The
image’s basis as an indexical record, regardless of its inability to repel unscrupulous
reconfiguration, still provided a level of unsurpassed verisimilitude underpinning its
appropriation in cinema and the VR panorama.

With the recent emergence of new image technologies, such as the VR panoramic image
and VR image objects,40 the VR panorama’s reliance upon photography as its sole
constructional media reveals the spatial and temporal contradictions between its
constituent elements. The panorama’s procedural creation, the systematic blending of a
series of photographs to form the all-encompassing panoramic image, removes any trace
of the embedded temporalities of any one of the individual photographic events. The
procedural creation of the panorama fundamentally alters the relationship between each
of the individual image’s duration, and the duration of the image’s projection, resulting in
a un-authentic temporal compression. The temporal inconsistencies that exist between
the duration of each shot in the VR panorama are widely acknowledged as a negative
aspect of the image technology, deliberately removed and proactively excluded from the
resulting a-temporal image. The very conceptual intent of the proprietary software that is
used to compose and construct the VR panorama is to systematically destroy the
temporal ‘truth’ of the resulting panoramic image. How might this rich embedded lattice of
procedural temporality offer a potentially rereading of the VR panorama?

CONCLUSION
So how might this understanding of the indexical characteristics of the nineteenth-century
‘painterly’ panorama, and Shaw’s mixed-reality application of the pano-filmic mixed-reality
have agency upon how we understand the implications of the VR panorama today? If we
reconsider the interpenetration between the image fragments of the VR panorama and
redefine their relationship, not in terms of their spatial displacement, but in terms of their
temporal derivation, then we begin to offer opportunities to challenge the dogmatic
repression of the image’s own temporal ‘truth’, and make them as a direct result, the
subject of the work, and not the object of its denigration and destruction. As Karin

Costelloe observes of interpenetration, “the parts depend for their qualitative character
upon their connection with the whole of the rest of the process.”41 In film, this concept of
interpenetration has been applied in order to understand the capacity of vision to
appropriate multiple images through the perceived ‘persistence of vision’42 in order to
observe illusionary movement: movement not actually within the images themselves, but
as a result of the mechanism of their conceptual interrelation to the movie as a whole. In
revisiting Shaw’s Place Rhur installation, this interpenetration is evident in the
interrelation between the ‘spatialised’ picture plane of the panorama typology and the
projected moving image. Shaw wields the seemingly contradictory mediums of the
panorama and the moving-image in order to “draw attention to the material specificity
distinguishing each one,” and to “foreground the ‘framing function’ of the embodied
viewer-participant.” In Shaw’s work the panorama’s geometric character is manifest in
physical form, however in the VR panorama the perception of its geometric construction
is illusionary. The disavowal of time through its systematic destruction is not a repression
of time, but rather a compression that awaits release and emancipation in order to
transform into a wholly new image technology. The prevailing obsession with
verisimilitude and indexicality lead to the death of the nineteenth-century panorama,
replaced by other forms of popular visual entertainment that were able to present more
spectacular theatrical effects. The evolution of the VR panoramic medium must
objectively learn from the past, and in particular the weaknesses of its own cultural
heritage. As this paper has attempted to reveal, the application of indexical mediums
such as the photograph in the VR panorama are able to transcend the conceptual and
representational limitations of its inherent indexicality. Through the applied typological
opposition to its own temporal linearity, the VR panorama is now able to celebrate the
temporality frozen within its image in unison with the dureé of its creation. When we view
through cracked glass into the world beyond its surface we are offered a refracted,
redefined view of the world. So to Place Rhur presents us with a wholly new image
typology that transfigures space and time into a new mixed-reality image that celebrates
its own spatio-temporal essence. As Karin Costelloe observes, “the nature of what comes
after only finds its explanation by reference to what came before.”43
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